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What a perfect day for shooting.  We had 16 shooters for our Halloween shoot with was 
full of Tricks,Treats and FUN; thanks to Pickaway Tracker's skillful stage writing.  On one stage 
you had to draw your shotgun shells out of a bucket full of fingers and eyeballs.  And another 
required rolling a die to determine a trick or a treat.  All but one rolled a treat, which required a 
rifle reload (off the clock) to shoot a prairie dog for a bonus.  Wouldn't you know Boone rolled 
the trick, which meant he had to shoot a paintball off the end of a golf tee.  But he did get the 
bonus!  All 16 shooters got the bonus for a Halloween treat. 
 

We had 9 clean shooters:  Boone, Josie Marcus, Lonesome Chuck, Mad Dog Max, 
Pickaway Tracker, Rifleman Rich, Ruby Colorado, Sidewinder Jer and Ruger Ray with no misses 
(he shoot that dirty black powder).  Mad Dog Max was our top shooter with a score of 104.28; 
 and Josie Marcus was the top lady shooter. 
 

Before the match President Col. Caleb Boone recognized the cowboys who have 
supported him, not only this year but in past years with dedication to the Scioto Territory 
Desperados. 
TOP HAND AWARD  to: Marshal Drillem, Rifleman Rich, Harold "Doc" Adams and Roscoe 
Ranger. 
RANGE WRANGLER AWARD  to Sidewinder Jer for years of range maintenance and service to 
the club. 
STRAIGHT SHOOTER AWARD to Dirty Chris for outstanding efforts in maintaining our website, 
writing the newsletter and handling registration and scoring duties. 
BOSS OF THE RANGE AWARD to Pickaway Tracker for years of guidance and for overseeing our 
matches by writing excellent stages with great scenarios for our enjoyment. 
SPIRIT OF THE GAME AWARD to Buck Scott.  This is only the second time we have given this 
award.  It is reserved for the cowboy that exemplifies the cowboy way by going above and 
beyond in serving the club. 
 
Thanks to all who came out and for all the help with setup and tear down this year. 
Weather permitting we will be shooting again on Sunday Nov. 17th.  See you down the trail. 

 

 


